
Unbreakable

Seafret

In my room
Working out the situation
Should have known it could apart

Me and you
We're just like the television
There was blood in the news right from the start

Now you put on your best disguise
Make something up when they ask you why
The cold, it gets me right to the bone

You know you kill me so slowly
I try to run and then I give up
Only yesterday we had it all
And now there's nothing
We used to be unbreakable

Grateful for the things I have
You borrow love and then you give it back
People quit before they even try to make those pieces fit
No-one knows where the ice will split

Now you put on your best disguise
If everything was just a lie, then go
Because we're better alone

You know you kill me so slowly
I try to run and then I give up
I don't wanna do this any more
Tired of break like waves on the shore
No-one wants to be lonely
I'm so sick of one-sided love

Only yesterday we had it all
And now there's nothing, nothing, nothing

When the doors close
And you're alone
It's a battle
You have to keep on running
And stand tall
Through the dark times that will follow
You have to keep on fighting
Because who knows where the road goes
Is it too late
Or is it perfect timing?
The more you hold on the slower it dies
Feelings they eat you alive, yer alive

You know you kill me so slowly
I try to run and then I give up
Only yesterday we had it all
And now there's nothing, nothing
We used to be unbreakable
We used to be unbreakable
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